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BCLP is pleased to announce that the firm and numerous attorneys have been recognized in the

2024 edition of Chamber Global. The firm received 18 department rankings across various practices

highlighting the experience our lawyers bring to the table.

BCLP is recognized for the first time in the Global: Multi-Jurisdiction Real Estate ranking, debuting

at Band 3. Chambers said “The team services a wide range of clients and works on many matters.

We feel confident that when we ask what is standard in the market, I believe that they have a good

pulse of that."

The Real Estate and Construction Practices in the United Arab Emirates maintained their Band 2

rankings for the fourth year in a row.

CLIENT COMMENTARY ON BCLP TEAMS

Agribusiness: “A great team of lawyers with a thorough understanding of the agribusiness world."

Agribusiness: "There is no finer agricultural chemical practice in the world."

Agribusiness: "BCLP are very responsive, thorough and look at not just the matter at hand but also

the implications – very strategic thinking."

Outsourcing: "The team have a deep understanding of the industries involved and the major legal

and commercial business issues. They provided balanced, practical and nuanced advice and

drafting."

Construction: “The BCLP team were very quick to understand the issues and provided very

insightful and logical advice. They posed relevant questions to get to the heart of the issues so we

could understand where our weakness lay for each claim."

Real Estate: "On big-ticket matters, it is a go-to team without any question.”

Chambers and Partners ranks lawyers and law firms based on their technical legal ability,

professional conduct, client service, commercial astuteness, diligence, commitment and on other
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qualities most valued by the client. For more information about Chambers and Partners, visit their

website.

Agribusiness

Outsourcing

Commercial Construction & Engineering

Real Estate

M&A & Corporate Finance

Corporate

Employment & Labor

Insurance

International Arbitration

Tax & Private Client

MEET THE TEAM

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.

RELATED PRACTICE AREAS

Steven M. Baumer

St. Louis

steve.baumer@bclplaw.com

+1 314 259 2554
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